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Philip Helfaer passed away from leukemia on October 11, 2022, at age 89. His
wife, Vellie, was by his side.
In 1982, Phil joined the IIBA, established the Massachusetts Society for

Bioenergetics Analysis (MSBA), and started the first MSBA professional train-
ing program. In 1984, with excitement and pleasure along with hard work, he
published and presented the first edition of the IIBA clinical journal, Bioenerget-
ics Analysis, to Dr. Lowen, at the IIBA conference in New York. Later in 1984,
he became a member of the IIBA faculty. Over the years, teaching and practic-
ing bioenergetic analysis in Massachusetts, Norway and Israel were highlights for
Phil, marked by intense professional interest and happiness.
In 1998, he published Sex and Self-Respect: The Quest for Personal Fulfillment.

In February 2022, he and Vellie published Riding Dragons: Our Journey Through
Trauma to Love, Intimacy, and the Deep Self. He also published an earlier book
in 1973, The Psychology of Religious Doubt, based on his dissertation for his PhD
received in Clinical Psychology from Harvard University. The development of
his personal website, www.helfaerbooks.com, was another important highlight in
Phil’s career.
Phil’s writings and work focused on his lifelong need to understand his re-

ality and to know his truth. He wrote, “I believe that unless perception of the
other is based in and informed by love we cannot see the other clearly as the
person they are. The capacity for love was an emergent capacity of the self, ofmy
self.”
In the last fourmonths of his life, he wrote essays yet to be published that por-

tray more about his deepening understanding of his work as a psychologist and
of his personal development. In these essays, he writes about his life’s journey; the
lack of distinction in the development of his personal self and the development
of his professional self.
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Phil’s commitment and dedication to the bioenergetic focus on the body was
exemplified by his daily exercise regime, his continued exploration of his inner
life and its impact on his close relationships, and, above all, on its impact on
his relationship with Vellie. He has shown many that through the deep work of
bioenergetics analysis we have a chance to develop a freer, more connected and
more honest relationship with ourselves and our intimate others.
Phil hadmany interests outside his professional career.He andVellie retired to

NorthCarolina and built a solar home there that became one of the first “Emerald
Green” certified homes. They planted native trees and many other native plants.
They built a natural rainwater rock garden to support the local ecosystem. In ad-
dition, they enjoyed their electric car. Phil and Vellie lived in this new setting in
peace, delightful pleasure, and in their love for each other.
Phil was buried at Mount Auburn Cemetery in Cambridge, Massachusetts

USA. Vellie will be moving back to the Cambridge area to be closer to her friends
and where she feels most at home.
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